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[1] Climate models tend to exhibit much too persistent
Southern Annular Mode (SAM) circulation anomalies in
summer, compared to observations. Theoretical arguments
suggest this bias may lead to an overly strong model
response to anthropogenic forcing during this season, which
is of interest since the largest observed changes in Southern
Hemisphere high‐latitude climate over the last few decades
have occurred in summer, and are congruent with the SAM.
The origin of this model bias is examined here in the case of
the Canadian Middle Atmosphere Model, using a novel
technique to quantify the influence of stratospheric variability
on tropospheric annular‐mode timescales. Part of the model
bias is shown to be attributable to the too‐late breakdown of
the stratospheric polar vortex, which allows the tropospheric
influence of stratospheric variability to extend into early
summer. However, the analysis also reveals an enhanced
summertime persistence of the model’s SAM that is unrelated to either stratospheric variability or the bias in model
stratospheric climatology, and is thus of tropospheric origin.
No such feature is evident in the Northern Hemisphere. The
effect of stratospheric variability in lengthening tropospheric
annular‐mode timescales is evident in both hemispheres.
While in the Southern Hemisphere the effect is restricted
to late‐spring/early summer, in the Northern Hemisphere it
can occur throughout the winter‐spring season, with the seasonality of peak timescales exhibiting considerable variability
between different 50 year sections of the same simulation.
Citation: Simpson, I. R., P. Hitchcock, T. G. Shepherd, and J. F.
Scinocca (2011), Stratospheric variability and tropospheric annular‐
mode timescales, Geophys. Res. Lett., 38, L20806, doi:10.1029/
2011GL049304.

1. Introduction
[2] The annular modes (AM’s) are the dominant modes of
variability in the extra‐tropical circulation in both the troposphere and stratosphere [e.g., Thompson and Wallace,
2000; Kushner, 2010]. They are also the preferred response
of the extra‐tropical circulation to many different climate
forcings. Indeed, the predicted circulation response to climate change projects strongly onto the tropospheric AM’s in
each hemisphere [e.g., Miller et al., 2006].
[3] The fluctuation‐dissipation (F‐D) theorem relates the
magnitude of a forced AM‐like response to the timescale of
natural AM variability [Ring and Plumb, 2008]. Longer
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timescales imply a larger magnitude response to an external
forcing. The explanation of this result lies in the fact that
both the persistence of the AM and the magnitude of the
response to a forcing are determined by the strength of the
same internal positive feedbacks which, in the case of tropospheric AM’s, are predominantly due to interactions
between synoptic scale eddies and the mean flow [Lorenz
and Hartmann, 2001]. Therefore, in order to accurately
predict future climate change, a General Circulation Model
(GCM) must correctly simulate the internal tropospheric
feedbacks and exhibit the correct timescale of AM variability associated with such feedbacks.
[4] While GCM’s generally capture AM timescales and
their seasonal evolution, a consistent bias is that tropospheric timescales are too long in the SH summer [Gerber
et al., 2008, 2010]. If this is related to biases in tropospheric
feedbacks, then by the F‐D theorem this implies that the
models may be inaccurately predicting the magnitude of future
extra‐tropical circulation changes in that season. This is
important because the largest observed changes in SH high‐
latitude climate over the last few decades have occurred in
summer, and are congruent with the SAM [Fogt et al., 2009].
[5] Aside from internal tropospheric feedbacks, tropospheric AM persistence may be influenced by external
forcing on intraseasonal timescales [Keeley et al., 2009]. One
important intraseasonal forcing on tropospheric AM’s comes
from stratosphere‐troposphere coupling. Baldwin et al.
[2003] first demonstrated that in seasons when large amplitude, long timescale AM variability occurs in the stratosphere, the tropospheric AM timescales are correspondingly
longer. Because stratosphere‐resolving GCM’s tend to
exhibit a too‐late breakdown of the SH stratospheric vortex
[Butchart et al., 2011], their stratospheric AM variability
continues too late into the summer, which could account for
the overly strong tropospheric AM persistence during this
season. However, Gerber et al. [2008] noted that some of the
models that exhibit this latter bias do not have a fully
resolved stratosphere and so this is unlikely to be the complete story.
[6] It is therefore important to quantify the impact of
stratospheric variability on tropospheric AM timescales in
GCM’s and isolate the component of the AM timescale that
is associated with internal tropospheric feedbacks. Purely
statistical diagnostics are ambiguous because tropospheric
AM timescales may be affected by other factors that vary
seasonally alongside stratospheric variability, such as tropospheric jet structure. In this study, we address this issue
by suppressing the zonal‐mean stratospheric variability in a
GCM in a way that leaves the zonal‐mean climatology
unchanged. This provides an unambiguous quantification of
the role of stratospheric variability in the seasonal evolution of
tropospheric AM timescales, including the relative importance
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Figure 1. Latitudinal structure of the (a) SAM and
(b) NAM. Calculated by projecting F′ (in km), scaled by
cos(latitude), onto the NAM/SAM index, displacing by the
height of the relevant pressure level after multiplying by 3
to increase visibility. Blue = FREE, red = NUDG.
of stratospheric model biases on the SH summer tropospheric AM biases.

2. Model Experiments, Data and Timescale
Diagnostic
[7] The model used is the dynamical version of the
Canadian Middle Atmosphere Model (CMAM) [Scinocca
et al., 2008]. This is a comprehensive, high top GCM
with T63 horizontal resolution and 71 levels in the vertical
stretching from the surface to 0.0006hPa (∼100 km). This
version of the model does not include interactive chemistry
or have a quasi‐biennial oscillation. Time slice repeated
annual cycle simulations are run with seasonally varying
climatological SSTs and sea‐ice and greenhouse gas concentrations held fixed at 1990’s values. A 100 year free
running control simulation, denoted “FREE” and a 100 year
nudged simulation, denoted “NUDG” have been performed.
In NUDG the zonal mean vorticity, divergence and temperature are nudged toward the seasonally varying climatology of FREE in the stratosphere and above. Because the
model is nudged to its natural climatology, the nudging
exerts no net torque in the time average which would otherwise affect the tropospheric climatology. This nudging is
performed as a simple relaxation, −K(p)(X − Xclim)/t N, on
the zonal mean, where X is the instantaneous value of the
zonal mean and Xclim is the seasonally varying zonal‐mean
climatology. The timescale, t N, is 6 hours and the factor K
allows for a vertical variation in the nudging strength which
is increased linearly from 0 below 64hPa to 1 above 28hPa.
Another experiment in which the nudging was switched on
abruptly at 100hPa produced very similar results to the
higher altitude, linear nudging profile presented here. The
climatology was generated from the 6 hourly spectral output
from FREE with smoothing applied by retaining only up to
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the fourth harmonic of the annual cycle. FREE and NUDG,
therefore, have very similar zonal mean seasonally varying
climatologies but in NUDG the zonal‐mean variability in
the stratosphere is damped out by the nudging process.
Planetary waves can still freely propagate in the stratosphere
but their influence on the zonal mean is suppressed. Note
that histograms of the daily vertical Eliassen‐Palm flux
at levels throughout the troposphere and up to the mid‐
stratosphere are very similar in FREE and NUDG, and
therefore the nudging does not appear to have a significant
impact on planetary wave reflection. An additional 100 year
simulation, denoted “NUDG_ERA”, in which the stratosphere is nudged in a similar manner but to the 1989‐2008
ERA‐interim climatology [Dee et al., 2011], is used to
determine the effect of the climatological timing of the SH
vortex breakdown on tropospheric timescales. ERA‐interim
only extends to 1hPa so nudging is not applied above that
level. The model results are compared with daily, zonal
mean geopotential from ERA‐interim reanalysis from 1979–
2010 at 18 vertical levels from the surface to 10hPa.
[8] The primary diagnostic used is the decorrelation
timescale (t) of the first empirical orthogonal function
(EOF) of daily zonal mean geopotential (F) [Baldwin and
Thompson, 2009], in each hemisphere at each vertical
level. The EOF was calculated following the procedure
outlined by Gerber et al. [2010]. For each day and each
pressure level, the global mean F is subtracted from F
at each latitude and the resulting geopotential anomaly is
de‐seasonalised giving the input, F′, for the EOF calculation.
The reanalysis data is also detrended using a linear trend.
The first EOF of F′ and the corresponding Northern or
Southern Annular Mode index, I, which has unit variance, is
calculated on each level,
using data
pﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
ﬃ from 0 to 90N or
0 to 90S, applying a cosðlatitudeÞ weighting to account
for the decrease in area toward the pole.
[9] The autocorrelation function (ACF) of I is calculated
as a function of day of the year d and lag l by:
PNy 1
y¼1 I ðd; yÞI ðd þ l; yÞ
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where y is the year and Ny is the number of years of data.
This is smoothed over a 181 day window using a Gaussian
filter with a full width at half maximum of around 42 days
(standard deviation s = 18). The e‐folding timescale (t) of
this smoothed ACF is then calculated using a least squares
fit to an exponential up to a lag of 50 days. This method
differs from that outlined by Mudryk and Kushner [2011] in
that the Gaussian smoothing is done after the calculation of
the ACF. However, the results are robust to whichever
method is used. Two different measures of statistical significance are used and these are outlined in Appendix A.

3. Results
3.1. The Southern Annular Mode (SAM)
[10] The SAM structure of FREE, shown in Figure 1a
(blue curves), closely resembles the observed SAM [cf.
Gerber et al., 2010, Figure 4]. The nudging (red curves)
considerably reduces the SAM variability in the stratosphere, as expected, whereas in the troposphere, the structures have been largely unaffected. The timescales of the
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season and even the lowest limit of the bootstrapping estimate is around twice the observed value.
[11] The contribution of stratospheric zonal mean variability to the seasonal evolution of tropospheric SAM
timescales can now be assessed by comparing FREE with
NUDG (Figure 3). The FREE‐NUDG difference (Figure 3a)
confirms that stratospheric variability does indeed enhance
the tropospheric SAM timescales in the SH spring/early
summer. The tropospheric timescales are examined in more
detail in Figure 3c. From November to January, stratospheric
variability acts to roughly double tropospheric timescales
from around 14 days in NUDG to 30 days in FREE. However, NUDG has a rather dramatic seasonal variation of its
own. Figure 3b shows that timescales are enhanced in
November to February, even in the absence of stratospheric
variability. Comparison of the green curve in Figure 3c with
the reanalysis (dashed blue line) demonstrates that even
when the contribution to SAM persistence from the stratosphere is absent, the tropospheric SAM timescales in summer
are biased long compared to the observations. This implies
that a significant proportion (approximately half) of the bias
in SH tropospheric timescales during DJF is not associated
with the biases in stratospheric zonal mean variability.
[12] One possibility is that the residual tropospheric bias is
related to stratospheric climatology, i.e., to the too late breakdown of the SH vortex. To examine this, the NUDG_ERA
SAM timescales are shown in Figure 4. This demonstrates
Figure 2. SAM timescales (in days) for (a) ERA‐interim
reanalysis and (b) FREE (note the non‐linear contour interval in this and subsequent plots). (c) SAM timescales on the
52hPa (red) and 531hPa (blue) levels. These two levels are
indicated by the white dashed lines in Figures 2a and 2b.
The dashed lines show the reanalysis timescales and these
can be compared with the shaded region which represents
the 95% confidence interval obtained from 1000, 32 year
bootstrapping samples from FREE. When the dashed lines
occur outside of the shaded region, there is less than a
2.5% chance that the reanalysis timescales could be obtained
with a 32 year model sample.
SAM in FREE are first compared with those of the reanalysis in Figure 2. The reanalysis plot (Figure 2a) reproduces
the results of previous studies [e.g., Baldwin et al., 2003]
and demonstrates enhanced timescales in the stratosphere
during SH spring associated with the large amplitude variability that can occur due to anomalously early or late
breakdowns of the SH polar vortex. During November
and December, when the long timescale variability reaches
down to around 100hPa, the tropospheric timescales increase
substantially from about 8 days to 16 days. The seasonal
evolution of timescales in FREE (Figure 2b) shows qualitatively similar features although some differences do exist.
The significance of these differences can be assessed in
Figure 2c which shows the observed timescales and the
bootstrapping confidence interval on a 32 year FREE sample.
Two levels are shown: 52hPa, to represent the stratosphere
and 531hPa, to represent the troposphere. In the stratosphere,
long timescale variability continues too late in the model
and the model timescales are significantly longer than the
reanalysis in January and February. In the troposphere a
large bias exists in DJF. This is the common model bias
discussed in section 1. Timescales are much too long in this

Figure 3. (a) Difference in SAM timescales (in days)
between FREE and NUDG, (b) SAM timescales for NUDG
and (c) SAM timescales on the 531hPa level. The 531hPa
level is indicated by the white dashed line in Figures 3a
and 3b. In Figure 3c shading = 95% confidence interval
on the timescales for FREE (blue) and NUDG (green). Blue
dashed line = reanalysis timescales.
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Figure 4. SAM timescales (in days) for the NUDG_ERA
simulation.
that having the correct timing of the breakdown of the SH
vortex does not alleviate the bias. We therefore conclude
that the residual bias in tropospheric AM timescale seen in
NUDG during summer is of tropospheric origin.
3.2. The Northern Annular Mode (NAM)
[13] We now repeat the analysis for the NAM timescales.
The NAM structures of FREE and NUDG are shown in
Figure 1b and show similar features to their SH counterparts. The FREE, NUDG and FREE‐NUDG timescales are
shown in Figures 5a–5c. FREE has maximum timescales in
the stratosphere in the winter season, associated with variability in the strength of the stratospheric polar vortex. The
tropospheric timescales also show a maximum in the winter
coincident with the maximum timescale in the lowermost
stratosphere (as first noted by Baldwin et al. [2003]).
However, in contrast to the SH, there is no strong seasonality in the NUDG timescale in the NH implying that the
seasonality in FREE arises from the downward influence of
stratospheric zonal mean variability. Indeed, Figure 5c
demonstrates that stratospheric variability acts to approximately double the tropospheric NAM timescales in winter.
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[14] When comparing the FREE timescales (Figure 5a)
with the observed timescales (Figure 5d), there is an
apparent difference in the timing of the maximum in tropospheric timescales. A bootstrapping analysis (not shown)
reveals that tropospheric timescales are longer in the model
in late winter (also shown by Gerber et al. [2010]). However, these differences are only marginally significant as
there is a large amount of variability in the timing of the NH
tropospheric maximum. To demonstrate this the FREE run
is divided into two halves in Figures 5e and 5f. The two
50 year sections (i.e., 18 years longer than the reanalysis)
exhibit extreme differences in the timing of the maximum
tropospheric timescales, although in each case the tropospheric timescales maximize during a time when the lower
stratospheric timescales are long. The time scale differences
can be related to the timing and duration of SSW’s: the
second half has a larger number of longer timescale events
occurring in the mid‐winter. This variability is not just a
characteristic of the two 50 year sections chosen. It was also
found between other boot strapping samples of FREE (not
shown). This shows that great care should be taken in
quantifying the seasonality of NAM timescales in winter,
when using data sets of limited length, where the variability
is dominated by occasional large amplitude SSW’s. The
SAM does not suffer from this problem to the same degree
as the tropospheric timescales always maximize during the
vortex breakdown which occurs within a relatively short
window in SH spring.

4. Discussion and Conclusions
[15] These model experiments have confirmed an important role for zonal mean stratospheric variability in lengthening tropospheric AM timescales, as suggested by previous
studies using reanalyses [Baldwin et al., 2003] and free
running GCM simulations [Gerber et al., 2010]. In the NH,

Figure 5. NAM timescales (in days) for (a) FREE, (b) NUDG, (c) FREE‐NUDG, (d) ERA‐interim, (e) the first 50 year
half of FREE and (f) the second 50 year half of FREE.
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virtually all of the seasonality in AM timescales arises from
the downward influence of stratospheric AM variability.
Earlier numerical studies such as Norton [2003] and Gerber
and Polvani [2009] demonstrated a potential role for
stratospheric variability in lengthening tropospheric timescales by adding a perturbation to either reduce or enhance
stratospheric variability. However, the perturbations applied
in each of those studies also had a significant impact on both
the tropospheric and stratospheric climatology and so the
attribution to changes in stratospheric variability was not
clear‐cut. By using a novel approach to keep the climatology the same while damping the stratospheric variability, it
is demonstrated that in CMAM the presence of stratospheric
variability approximately doubles the tropospheric timescales in the active seasons.
[16] Furthermore, it has been possible to isolate the contributions to the bias in SH summer AM timescales that is
common among GCM’s. While there is a role for the too
late breakdown of the SH vortex, a considerable proportion
of the bias, in particular the extension of the enhanced
timescales into the summer months, appears to be tropospheric in origin. A possible candidate for giving rise to this
bias is the tropospheric jet latitude. The CMAM jet is
located too far equatorward in DJF (a bias that is common
among GCM’s [Fyfe and Saenko, 2006]) and several
authors have shown that when jets are located at lower
latitudes, their timescale of variability increases [e.g.,
Kidston and Gerber, 2010]. In fact, nudging to ERA‐interim
in the stratosphere acts to shift the jet further equatorward,
particularly in SON, through changes in lower stratospheric
temperature. The fact that NUDG_ERA shows enhanced
timescales in SON compared to NUDG provides further
evidence that tropospheric jet structure likely plays a role in
this bias.
[17] Whether or not jet structure is the most important
factor, it can be concluded that the SH summer AM timescale bias is associated with some form of bias in the
strength of the internal tropospheric feedbacks. Via the F‐D
theorem this implies that, all else being equal, models are
likely to overestimate the SAM response to forcings in this
season and thus overestimate the magnitude of the predicted
poleward shift of the jet in future climate change scenarios.
It is also possible that removing the bias in tropospheric
feedbacks would also act to reduce the influence of the
stratospheric biases. A greater understanding of the cause of
this bias is required and alleviating it is likely to be important
in the correct prediction of future SH summertime climate
change.

Appendix A: Estimation of Statistical Significance
[18] The reanalysis data is 32 years in length. To assess
the significance of differences between model and reanalysis, bootstrapping with replacement is used to generate
1000, 32‐year samples from FREE and provide a 95%
confidence interval on the t calculated from FREE with a
32 year sample. Where the reanalysis lies outside of this
interval there is less than a 2.5% chance that the model and
reanalysis are representing the same t.
[19] To provide a confidence interval on the modeled
timescales from a simulation of length Ny, the ACF of each
year up to Ny − 1 was calculated. Gaussian smoothing of
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each ACF was then performed resulting in a smoothed
estimate of the ACF of each day of each year individually.
The standard deviation, s, of these ACF’s for each day of
the year was then used to provide a 95% confidence
pﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃinterval
ﬃ
on the ACF at each lag (C95(d, l) = (s(d, l)/ Ny  1)tNy−2),
where tNy−2 is the t value corresponding to 95% significance
with Ny − 2 degrees of freedom. A normal distribution of the
ACF’s has therefore been assumed. The upper and lower
bounds on the ACF are then given by ACF(d, l) ± C95 (d, l )
and the upper and lower bounds on t calculated from them.
This is found to provide a good estimate when using a sample
AR1 process of known timescale and comparing with the
95% confidence limit calculated using a large number of
such samples.
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